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Dynamic Displays
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� Dynamic displays, information is conveyed by 
movement within the display.

� That is, the operator must be able to perceive 
changes in the state of the system as the 
display changes.

� These displays are either analog or digital
� Digital displays present information in 

alphanumeric form.

� Analog displays have a continuous scale and a 
pointer.

� There are two ways that analog displays can be 
designed, and these determine the behavior of 
the scale and the pointer, and the shape of the 
display.

� A display can have a moving pointer and a fixed 
scale, or a fixed pointer and a moving scale.

moving pointer and a fixed scale

fixed pointer and a moving scale



Dynamic Displays
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� The best display type will not be the
same in all situations, because analog
and digital displays differ in how
efficiently they can convey different
kinds of information.

� Digital displays convey exact numerical
values well. However, they are difficult
to read when measurements are
changing rapidly,

� Also, it is harder to see trends in the
measurements, such as whether your
car is accelerating or decelerating.

� Analog displays convey tends efficiently,
but do not provide precise values.



Dynamic Displays
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� Analog displays can also be 
representational. This means that rather 
than a scale and pointer, the display 
present a direct depiction of the 
system state.

� Simulated hurricane-tracking task, 
observers watched the display until 
they were ready to make a decision 
about whether the hurricane would hit 
a city.

� The observers made earlier and better 
decisions when the position of the 
hurricane was displayed graphically.

� Analog display rather than numerically, 
particularly when their decisions had to 
be made under time pressure.



Quantitative versus Qualitative Displays

• . Quantitative displays
– Digital displays - useful when precise numeric values are required and 

the values are presented long enough to read.

– Analog displays
• Fixed scale with moving pointer - useful when the values are subject to 

frequent or continual change

• Moving scale with fixed pointer - useful when the range of numbers is too 
great to get on a fixed scale

• Qualitative displays
– Used when the user is primarily interested in the approximate value of 

some continuously changeable variable.



Digital Displays



When to use a Digital Display?
• When a precise value is require

• The values presented remain visible for extended time

Disadvantages of using digital displays
• Information on rate of change is not easily legible

• Direction of movement is not specified

• There may be some difficulty in combining digital displays with a 
qualitative display.

Digital Displays



Fixed Scale, Moving Pointer

Analog displays: Quantitative Displays



When to use a Fixed Scale Moving Pointer Display?
• If the numerical increase is related to some natural interpretation (For 

example, when an increase in temperature is related to an upward 
movement in the pointer)

• If manual control of the pointer is necessary to set the reading. This 
prevents ambiguity between the direction of the motion of the control 
and the display (e.g., temperature).

• If slight changes are required they may more easily observed using 
the Fixed Scale Moving Pointer.

• When an analog display is required we can observe the following

– Direction of movement

– Rate of change

– Can be effectively combined with a  qualitative display

Analog displays: Quantitative Displays



Moving Scale, Fixed Pointer

Analog displays: Quantitative Displays



When to use a Moving Scale, Fixed Pointer Display?
• When the range of values is too large.

• For detecting the rate of change.

• This type of quantitative display can be effectively combined with a 
qualitative display.

Analog displays: Quantitative Displays



Display arrangements
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� In some situations, a display panel will be a complex arrangement of many dials and signal 
lights.

� Factor that must consider is the rapid decrease in visual acuity outside of the fovea. This mean 
that the operator can only see a small region of the display panel clearly at any point in time.

� On design principle that arises from this limitation is that of frequency of use. We must locate 
the most frequently used and important displays close to the line of sight under normal 
viewing condition.

� Second design, is to locate displays according to their sequence of use. And so we should group 
them according to these functions.



Physical arrangement of displays
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Physical arrangement of displays

An improvement in this 
design is shown with the 
addition of sensor lines.



• Numeric progression of scales
– Typically, progressions like 1, 2, 3, 4 …or 5, 10, 15, 20 …; are best.

– Avoid unusual progression systems such as 3s, 8s, etc.

• Length of scale unit
– The length of the scale unit (inches, millimeters, etc.) should be such 

that it is optimally perceptible.

• Design of scale markers
– Under low illumination or poor visual conditions you might want to 

make the scale larger

Features of a Good Display



• When the dial diameter is too small for
adequate pointer and index design, it is
possible to utilize a panel space for
engraving the numbers (This method
should be used only when gross pointer
position is all that is needed). The
pointer tip should be the same width as
the smallest index.

• The pointer should be designed such
that there is a minimum distance
between tip and index, 1/16 inch
maximum.

Features of a Good Display



• The pointer should be mounted so that visual parallax is minimized.

• The pointer should be painted the same color as the  numbers and 
indices when possible.

• Simplicity in pointer-tip design is important for reading speed and 
accuracy.

Features of a Good Display



Design of Scale Markers

• Use a scale marker for each scale unit to be read
• Interpolation issue - usually applies to the estimation of specific values 

between markers when not all scale units have markings. In such cases, 
pointers between markers are rounded to the nearest marker.

• Tip angle of the pointer should be 20 degrees
• The Pointer should be as close to the surface as possible to reduce parallax



• Used when the user is primarily interested in the approximate value 
of some continuously changeable variable.
– For example, temperature gauges, speedometers, etc.)

– Check Reading

Qualitative Displays



• Intention is to allow the pilot to take in information on the HUD 
instruments without taking his eyes off the outside scene.

• Advantages
– Improvement in the pilot's ability to divide attention between information in 

the outside world and symbology on the HUD

Head-up Displays (HUDs)



• Disadvantages/Research issues
– Effects of symbology on the HUD itself

– Very little standardization in the format and symbology of HUDs

– HUD clutter

– Positioning of the HUD
• May not facilitate parallel processing of information and may actually harm it.

• Operators may become “fascinated by HUD” and not see anything outside of it

– Other perceptual cues of depth and relative motion, clearly indicate the 
closeness of the HUD

– Viewing the HUD requires  precise visual angles 

Head-up Displays (HUDs)



Human Factors questions generated as a direct result of 
superimposing a synthetic display onto the real-world

• What field of view, horizontally and vertically, is required?

• Should the display provide simply raw data such as displacement from the 
flight path, or should it display command information?

• What selection possibilities should be given to the operator?

• How is the threshold of unacceptable deviation displayed and how reliable is 
manual takeover close to the ground?

Head-up Displays (HUDs)



� Most depict changeable elements that tend to change positions or 
configuration superimposed on a background.

� Aircraft bank angle displays 

� Moving aircraft 
� When the plane banks to the left, the display aircraft also banks to the left.

� Problem:  pilot sitting in the cockpit does not see the real horizon.

Representational Displays



� Moving horizon (inside-out; pilot’s eye view)

� When the pilot banks the aircraft to the left, the horizon moves.Most

Representational Displays



• Humans can recognize about 9 distinct colors, and about 24 when 
hue, luminosity, and saturation are varied.

• With the development of CRT displays color has become an integral 
part of modern cockpits.

• Functional applications of color
– Color is used to "enhance" the representation.
– Color has proved effective where a great deal of information must be 

presented in a dense format.
• Color coding lends itself to two types of application

– Quantitative display formats
o Tachometer on car (Red-line)

– Qualitative display formats
o Often used to display status information

Color Displays



• Traditionally the colors red, amber, and green/white/blue codes have 
been used for danger, caution, and advisory information.

• Full versus partial color
– Designers that are tempted to use the full color spectrum should be 

warned against visual clutter.
– Suggested limits on the number of colors desirable within a single 

display.  However, the actual number will vary with the type of display 
used or the presence of other information.

– Maps and other displays using a variety of codes may be able to 
accommodate a larger number of colors than more simple displays.

Color Displays



Performance effects of color
• Some studies have found that color improves performance
• However, color coding which is irrelevant or which varies 

independently of other features may actually interfere with processing 
of other dimensions.

• Color coding seems particularly useful for “searching” tasks that 
involve scanning and array of many different stimuli.

• An important point is that in none of the head-down displays 
investigated was the presence of redundant color found to be harmful.

Color Displays


